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Lesson Name:                                         India – Relief features. 

Class:                                                        X 
Number of Periods:                               6 
Month:                                                    June 
Name of the Teacher:                          KSV KRISHNA REDDY, GHM. 
Name of the School:                            ZPHS, Ganti,  
                                                                 Kothepeta Mandal,  
                                                                 East Godavari.9492146689. 
 

AS1: ( Conceptual Understanding): 
 
 Students will understand the geographical features of India.  
 They can compare among the major  physical divisions in India. 
 They can explain the influence of Himalayas on Indian climate  
    and agriculture. 
 They understand why the Indo- Gangetic plains have high  
    density of population. 
 They understand the similarities and differences between  
   Eastern and Western coastal plains 
 They can explain the plateau regions and explains the  
    reasons why they do not support agriculture.  
 They can show the similarities and differences between the  
    physical features of India. 
 They can give example for all the relief features in India. 
 They can explain all the physical features in India. 
 They can understand the living conditions prevailed in different  
    physiographic locations in India 
 They understand and explain the geographical location of India. 
 They understand how the continents emerged from Angara and  
    Gondwana. 
 They understand the time zones and time difference between  
    areas. 
 They know why we follow Indian standard time. 
 They learn about the location and extent of Andhra Pradesh. 
 They can describe the major relief divisions of the Indian  
    landmass 

AS2: (Reading the Text, Understanding and 
Interpretation): 
 The pupil will read and interpret on Para 2 on page 2 “ The  
    geographical location….. Fishing.” 
 They will interpret on Para 2 on page 4 “ World landforms  …. is  
    a result of this process.” 
 They will read part 3 on page 7 and interpret how the  
    Himalayas influence the Indian climate.  
 They will read the para 3 on page 8 and write how the plains  
    are important for the country. 
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AS3: ( Information Skills) 
 
 The pupil will collect information about the Himalayan peaks  
   and  make it in a table according to their heights. 
 They can collect information about Indian perennial and non- 
   perennial rivers and their origin and make a table. 
 They can collect information about the different crops and the  
   states covered under the Indo Gangetic plain. 
 The pupil will collect information about different names of  
   Eastern Ghats in different places and make a table with it. 
 Pupil collects different pictures of Indian landforms and pastes  
   them in an album. 
 They can read the table on page 2 regarding Sunrise and sunset  
   in different places in India. 
 

AS4: ( Reflections on Contemporary Issues and  
           Questioning) 
 
 Children will think about the Himalayas and melting of glaciers  
   due  to global warming. 
 Children will think about the expansion of the desert area and  
   give suggest some measures to prevent it. 
They can respond to the lifestyles of different geographic areas. 

 
 
 

AS 5: (Mapping Skills) 
 
 The pupil will read the world map on page no. 1 and locates the  
   the exact location of India. 
 They can correct the sentences and blanks on page no. 2. 
 They will read the India map on page no. 3 and learn about  
   India’s boundaries, neighboring nations, and its extent. 
 They can do the task on page no. 2 measuring the boundary of  
   Bangladesh with India. 
 They can draw and locate Himalayan and peninsular rivers in a  
   outline map. 
 They practice using the raised relief map 
 They can locate the three ranges of the Himalayas in their Atlas. 
 They can locate the highest peaks in the raised relief map. 
 They can locate Duns, Valleys, coasts, islands, Plateaus,  
   Hill ranges, mountains in Indian outline map. 
 They can fill up the table on page 7 by matching the hills with  
   the related states. 
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AS6: (Appreciation and Sensitivity) 
 
 They can appreciate the location of Himalayas and their  
   contribution to the safety and security of our country. 
 They can appreciate the Indo - Gangetic plains for acting as a  
   great granary for India. 
 They can expect the changes if India lies in a cold region like  
    arctic region. 
 Appreciate the role of Himalayas for the agricultural prosperity  
   of our country. 
 They appreciate the ecological significance of Island groups of  
    India. 
 They can suggest measures to interlink Indian rivers to get more  
    food production. 
 They can suggest measures to protect glaciers in the Himalayas. 
 They can make a poster on Himalayan glaciers. 
 They can prepare some slogans to protect rivers. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Period 

No. 
Concept/ 
Teaching 

Item 

Teaching 
Method// 
Learning 

experiences 

TLM/ 
Sources 

Observation of child’s 
understanding 

1 

Location of 
India. 
Latitudes/ 
Longitudes 

Mind Mapping, 
Map reading, 
Discussion 
method, 
Text book 
reading, 
Discussion on 
key words. 

Indian 
Physical 
and 
Political 
Maps 
Globe 
Atlas 
https://ww
w.youtube.
com/watch
?v=o9G0O
n1pZvg 

What is the location of India? 
What is the location of Andhra 
Pradesh? 
 
Which Longitude is taken as 
Indian Standard Meridian? 
Fill the blanks in page no. 2 

2.  
Geological 
back ground 

Mind Mapping , 
Map reading, 
Text book 
reading and 
discussion, 
Discussion on the 
picture in page 
no.4. 
Discussion on  
key and 
unknown words. 

Atlas 
World Map 
India Map 
Globe 
https://ww
w.youtube.
com/watch
?v=PDrMH
7RwupQ&t
=4s 

How does the Himalayas and 
Indo-Gangetic Plains form? 
What are the major relief 
divisions of India? 

Period wise, Concept wise  Teaching Learning Process 
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Period 
No. 

Concept/ 
Teaching Item 

Teaching 
Method/ 
Learning 

experiences 

TLM/ Sources Observation of child’s 
understanding 

3.  
The 
Himalayas 

Mind Mapping 
Text Book 
reading 
Group 
Discussion on 
pictures in page 
no. 6 

Photographs 
Indian Physical 
map 
Atlas 
Video Clips 
https://www.yout
ube.com/watch?v
=0v6-fB-
gftQ&t=522s 
 

What are the ranges in 
Himalayas? 
 
Fill the table in page 
No. 7 

4. 
The Indo – 
Gangetic 
Plain 

Mind Mapping 
Text book 
reading 
Map reading 
Group 
discussion on 
pictures in page 
no. 8 

Photographs  
Indian Physical 
Map 
Atlas 
Video clips 
https://www.yout
ube.com/watch?v
=sFSDZMF1Au8&t
=18s 

What are the parts in 
the Indo-Gangetic 
Plain? 
 
How are plains useful 
to mankind? 

5. 
The 
Peninsular 
Plateau 

Mind Mapping 
Text book 
reading  
Discussion on 
the pictures in 
page no. 9,10 
Reading the 
map in page no. 
10 

Indian Physical 
Map 
Photographs 
Atlas 
Video clips 
https://www.yout
ube.com/watch?v
=t0PTG9dzz2U&t=
279s 

What are the divisions 
of Peninsular plateau? 
 
What are the 
differences and 
similarities between 
Eastern and Western 
Ghats? 

6.  

The Thar 
Desert and 
the Coastal 
Plains and 
the Islands 

Mind mapping  
Text Book 
reading 
Discussion on 
pictures in the 
content. 
Revision 
Quiz 
Map pointing. 

Indian Physical 
Map Atlas 
Photo Graphs 
Video Clips 
https://www.yout
ube.com/watch?v
=YXAjyfD_Wyg 
 
https://www.yout
ube.com/watch?v
=a1_zPXpYvUA 

Compare East and 
western Coastal plains. 
 
Describe the flora and 
fauna  in the Indian 
Islands? 
 
What are the physical 
features of Thar 
Desert? 
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Teacher’s Notes: 
 
(Teacher has to write about his teaching experiences here. How far he is succeeded in 
teaching. How the TLP (Teaching Learning Process) is executed in the classroom. which 
session has attracted the pupil, How is the response of the students , How to improve for 
the next year , What are the latest information regarding this teaching topic, what are 
current issues related to this topic, Which TLM is available, etc.) 
 
 
(There is no need to write lesson plan every year. Teacher has to mention date and fill up 
the column under teacher’s notes every year and get signature of the Headmaster.) 
Ex: 
30/06/2020 
 
1. Children made a good project in preparing clay model of Indian physical features. 
2. Children are very enthusiastic while teaching this lesson.  
3. The video shown in this topic are very effective in understanding the topics. 
 
30/06/2021 
1.  
2.  
 

Teachers Responses: 
 
1. I have to inculcate Map pointing also in each class.  
2. I have to equip with more videos and ppts in the next year. 
3. Time is not sufficient to teach this lesson. I have take additional classes. 
4. I have to give more practice to children to answer different questions in different 

academic standards. 
5. I have to conduct two or three assignments on this lesson as it is more important for 

understanding the coming up lessons. 
6. I have satisfied with the interaction of the students in discussion sessions. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Signature of the Teacher        Signature of the Headmaster               Signature of the 
                        Inspecting authority 
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Links for teacher reference: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uLahVJNnoZ4 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_0tejKld8Yk 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Sq3Bh3RSUkA 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uI78xoEkm0c 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gdn75GM6g3g 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a7JNeaZloSk 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_EJrYqdZS8s 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9fGKpNQHm7o 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ysm7zBMEP9U 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xAbO52Ph70Q 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BFDnR-U9U_4 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bjtk3Eebypg&t=40s 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MZ8yAGkT_9Y&t=39s 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j8_q2ogyk8U&t=47s 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GYJmAyPb8YQ&t=39s 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=475YzfqdCBk 
 
 

Appeal to teachers: 
 This a model lesson plan. This is my view of lesson 
planning and teaching . This is not an authentic one.  You have to 
plan your own lesson plan  according to your classroom situation 
and standard of children. 
No need to follow or copy this lesson plan. Each teacher is very 
much competent in his own view of planning a lesson. Every 
teacher is expected to write his own lesson plan by his own hand 
writing. The print out lesson plans won’t be allowed by the 
officials.  If you want to suggest any thing new and applicable to 
class room teaching please bring to my notice. I am always ready 
to learn which is new and unknown to me. Thanking you 
everyone. 

HAPPY TEACHING. 

Yours Everlasting, 
With highest reverence, 

KSV KRISHNA REDDY, ADMIN, 
 BEST SOCIAL TEACHER WHATSAPP GROUPS  
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డైలీ టెస్్ట ల సమాధానాల కసిం TM/EM  

పదవ తరగతి పరీక్షా పత్రాల బ్ల ిప్రింట్ కసిం, వివరణ వీడియో కసిం TM/EM  

పదవ తరగతి సోషల్ స్డీస్ట మెటీరియల్్ కసిం TM/EM 

చాప్రి వారీగా ఇింపార్్ింట్ ప్రశ్నల కసిం TM/EM 

మాాపింగ్ స్కిల్్ కసిం TM/EM vedios 

సోషల్ బిట్ బ్ాింకుల కసిం TM/EM  

సమాచార నైపుణ్యాల కసిం TM/EM 

https://www.bestsocialteacher.com/doubts-in-social-studies 

సోషల్ స్డీస్ట లో విద్యార్ధులకు వచే ిసిందేశాల కసిం 

సపతగిరి చానల్ సింఘిక శాస్త్ర విద్యామృతిం వీడియోల కసిం 
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All the best for your exams 
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FOR LATEST UPDATES IN SOCIAL STUDIES JOIN IN 

BEST SOCIAL TEACHER  

WHATSAPP GROUP 

TO JOIN IN GROUP SEND YOUR DETAILS TO 
GROUP ADMIN   

KSV KRISHNA REDDY, GHM,  

ZPHS, GANTI, EAST GODAVARI 

ADMIN NO. 9492146689. 

సాంఘిక శాస్త్ర ాం స్త్మున్నతాం

బెస్్ట సోషల్ టీచర్ వాట్సాప్ గ్రూ పు నియమాలు 
పాఠశాల సమయింలో బెస్్ట సోషల్ టీచర్ గ్రూపులో పోసు్లు చేయరాదు.  
గ్రూపులో వాక్లతగత చాటింగ్ చేయరాదు. అసింబదు స్క్కిర్ధి పింపరాదు.  
   (మీర్ధ వాక్లతగత సెలవులో ఉననపపటకీ పాఠశాల పనివేళలలో గ్రూపులో పోస్క్ింగ్్ చేయరాదు) 
మన గ్రూపు సింఘిక శాస్త్ర విషయచరికు సింఘిక శాస్త్ర ఉపాధాాయులతో   
   మాత్రమే ఏరపరచబడినది. ఇతర సబజకు్లవారిని చేరిమని కరరాదు. చేరిరాదు. 
గ్రూపులో చేరదలచుకుననవార్ధ అడిిన్ వాట్స్ప్ నింబర్ధకు మాత్రమే తమ  
   వివరములను (పేర్ధ, పనిచేసే పాఠశాల, మిండలిం, జిల్ల)ి వాట్స్ప్ సిందేశ్ిం  
   రూపింలో పింపవలెను. గ్రూపులో యాడిింగ్ రిక్వెసు్ పింపరాదు. ఉపాధాాయినిలను  
   వారి వాక్లతగత సమితి లేకుిండా గ్రూపులో చేరిలేము. 
అడిిన్ నింబర్ధ 9492146689 ను మీ ఫోన్ కింట్సక్్ లలో సేవ్  
   చేసుకొనవలెను. (ముఖ్ామైన సిందేశ్ములు మీకు వాక్లతగతింగా పింపే నిమితతిం.)  
గ్రూపు సభ్యాలిందరూ తాము సబజకు్లో తయార్ధ చేస్కన లేద్య సేకరిించ్చన  
   అింశ్ములను గ్రూపు సభ్యాలతో పించుకవాల. కేవలిం స్వెకరతలుగా ఉిండరాదు. 
గుడాిరినింగ్, పిండుగ శుభాకింక్షలు, వాక్లతగత ఫోటోలు వింటవి గ్రూపులో పింపరాదు.  
వాక్లతగత దూషణలకు దిగరాదు. వారు వాదనలు చేయరాదు. 
మీవింతుగా సబెజకు్ పరింగా మీ పాఠశాలలో చేస్కన ఏ విషయమునైననూ పించవచుి.  
సబెజకు్ విషయములు తపప ఇతర విషయములు ఏవీ పోసు ్చేయరాదు. 
యూనియన్ మెసేజ్లి, అడెర్ట్జ్ మెింట్లి, మూఢనమికలు గ్రూపులో పించరాదు. 
సబెజకు్ సిందేహములు మాత్రమే పోసు ్చేయవలెను. సబజకు్లో సిందేహములను నిషా్ణతులైన  
   సభ్యాలెవరైనా నివృతిత చేయవచుి. కేవలిం అడిిన్ మాత్రమే సపిందిించాల్న పనిలేదు. 
వివిధ మతాలు, కుల్లలు, రాజకీయ పారీ్లను క్లించపరిచేల్ల మరియు ప్రభ్యతె  
   విధానాలను, నాయకులను విమరిిస్తత సిందేశాలు, వాాఖ్ాలు చేయరాదు. ఇతర్ధలు పింపే  
   ఫారాెరిడింగ్ మెసేజ్లి సరైనవో కవో తెలయకుిండా మన గ్రూపులో ఫారాెర్డ చేయరాదు. 
సబెజకు్కు సింబిందిించ్చ మీర్ధ గ్రూపులో షేర్ చేసే ప్రతీ ఫోటోకు, వీడియోకు వివరణ చేరివలెను. 
గ్రూపు నియమాలు పాటించని వారిని వెింటనే తొలగిించుట జర్ధగును. దీనిపై అడిిన్ దే తుది  
   నిరాయిం. మీర్ధ వాట్స్ప్ నింబర్ధ మార్ధికుననపుపడు, గ్రూపును విడిచేటపుపడు అడిిన్ కు  
   తెలయపరచవలెను. లేనటియితే మరళా చేర్చి అవకశానిన కలోపతార్ధ. పదవీ విరమణ పిందే  
   వార్ధ అడిిన్ కు తెలయపరిచ్చ వైదొలగాల. మరళా చేరికుిండా ఉిండిందుకు. 
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